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Instruction Manual 
( Plug -in Chime )   

Thank you for choosing our Plug-in Chime. Please read 
this instruction carefully before assembling & using the 
product. Keep your owner`s manual for future reference. 

Safety Instructions: 
1. Please install the Chime according to this manual to 

avoid any malfunctions or damage. 
2. The Chime is designed for indoor use only. 
3. The Chime is not user serviceable, there is a danger of 

electric shock if opened. 
4. Do not expose to rain/dripping or immerse in water. 
5. Do not mount it close to a fireplace or expose to high 

temperature. 
6. Never use any cleaning chemicals or wet cloth to clean 

the unit. Only use a dry, clean and soft cloth/micro 
fiber cloth. 
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What's Included in your Kit 
1 x Plug-in Chime       1xinstruction manual

Specifications: 
Voltage AC90~260V Frequency

Output Power 0.15W Standby Power

Sensitivity -112dbm Volume

 
Overview 
A: Volume control 
B: Forward Button 
C: Backward Button  
D: Music Selection 
E: LED indicator 
Note: Diagrams are only for information, take practicality 
as standard.

1xinstruction manual 

Frequency 433MHz 

Standby Power ≦10mW 

Volume Up to 100db 

Note: Diagrams are only for information, take practicality 
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Installing Plug-in Chime
Plug into any regular household socket.
（Please tear metal strip protective film off before using).

1. Melody Selection 
This Chime provides more than 50 pieces of
music (it’s up to the Plug-in Chime you bought)
When it is plugged in, press the 
button to choose desired music
forwards to play previous music and backwards

in Chime 
Plug into any regular household socket. 

Please tear metal strip protective film off before using). 

more than 50 pieces of 
in Chime you bought). 

in, press the music select 
to choose desired music or press 

forwards to play previous music and backwards 
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to play next music until you hear a chime you 
like. (If you want the Chime to remember 
selected music, please refer to below point 5~6 
if any expanded units exist).  

2. Sound Volume Selection 
Press the volume control repeatedly until the 
desired volume is achieved – 5 levels are 
available as a circle, lowest level is mute. 

3. Pairing with your Wi-Fi video doorbell 
Press and hold Volume button for 4 seconds 
until the LED indicator lights up, Wi-Fi enters 
into pairing status. Then press the button on 
the Wi-Fi video doorbell within 5 seconds, 
pairing is completed once LED indicator on the 
Chime is flashing. When above procedure is 
finished, pairing is quit automatically. 

4. Two or above Wi-Fi video doorbells pairing 
with the Same Music or Same Chime Unit 
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Choose one favorite music by pressing music 
select button, then long press Volume button 
for 4 seconds to enter pairing status. Press the 
Wi-Fi video doorbell within 5 seconds to get 
connection, once LED indicator on Chime is 
flashing, pairing is completed. Repeat this 
operation to get other required Wi-Fi video 
doorbell connected with same music or same 
Chime unit. When above procedure is finished, 
quits automatically. 

5. Two or above Wi-Fi video doorbells Pairing 
with different Music  
Choose one favorite melody first, long press 4 
seconds on Volume button to enter pairing 
status, then press the first Wi-Fi video doorbell 
to pair. Press music select button to change 
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melody and pair with different Wi-Fi video 
doorbell one by one. When above procedure is 
finished, pairing is quit automatically. 

6. Two or above Chimes Unit Pairing with Same 
Wi-Fi video doorbell 
Long press Volume button on first Chime Unit 
for 4 seconds to enter pairing status, press the 
Wi-Fi video doorbell within 5 seconds to get 
connection. Repeat above operation to pair 
Wi-Fi video doorbell with required Chime Unit 
one by one. 

7. All Pairing Memory Clearance 
Press and hold Volume button until plug into 
household socket for 5~10 seconds to erase all 
pairing memory, when Plug-in Chime LED 
indicator long light up that means setting 
successfully, thus program returns to default. 


